
THESIS STATEMENT OUTLINE COMPARE CONTRAST ESSAY

You're not the first person to struggle with writing a thesis statement, Then you spend the rest of the essay backing up
that claim with examples, reasoning, A compare and contrast essay doesn't always require you to cite.

Who had more influence during the Romantic age of poetry, Wordsworth or Coleridge? Similarly, your
professor wants to see how well you can identify the relationship between two things. Let the ideas start
flowing in, and think about what you might have to say about them. After all, who would compare lions and
zebras? The Civil War could be said to have arisen from a fundamental dispute over freedom: which is more
sacred, freedom for individuals, or freedom from government? A possible thesis could be: While there are
some differences, the parallels between the Fukushima and Chernobyl nuclear disasters, despite the
twenty-five years between them, suggest that humans still have a great deal to learn about controlling the
awesome force they have created. This prompt also requires an explanatory thesis, looking at the
characteristics of both disasters. Why is this important to me or my reader?. Method 1: Subject by subject This
method is almost like writing two smaller essays in one. This prompt requires an explanatory thesis. Analyze
how a career in transcultural nursing is similar to and different from one in traditional nursing. Are aliens real
or not? Also make sure you read some good compare and contrast essay examples to familiarize yourself with
this essay style. Here are some examples of evaluative thesis statements: Although wind turbines and solar
panels both create less greenhouse gasses than fossil fuels, solar panels are much more environmentally
friendly. This prompt requires an evaluative thesis because it asks the writer to choose which of the two
techniques that they believe contributed more to current cuisine. Instead, jot down a few ideas of what your
thesis might be. Stuck on Your Essay? Judo and kickboxing: which one is more aggressive? Still, there is a
method to this madness, and this method can help you write a strong thesis for a compare and contrast essay.
Need some help with picking a topic? Brainstorm I know, I knowâ€”this is just something your professor tells
you to do. For example, when contrasting seemingly different things like lions and zebras , you could say:
Even though lions and zebras seem to have nothing in common, there are remarkable similarities between the
two. Here are some examples of explanatory thesis statements: While both wind turbines and solar panels have
their own shortcomings, both offer a number of advantages over traditional energy sources. Being objective,
or displaying no tendency toward a preference, is the opposite of showing bias.. About the Author Ryan G. It
is important to understand your assignment in order to know whether you need to develop an explanatory or
an evaluative thesis statement. For a compare and contrast essay, use several of your main points in your thesis
to show the reader where your argument is going. While bats and bears appear to have little in common at first
glance, they are remarkably similar in their species classification and hibernation habits. You will use this type
of thesis in expository essaysAn essay that explains or describes something with facts and not opinions.
Prompt: Compare the Winter Olympics to the Summer Olympics and determine which is the better sporting
event. Some essays are also focused on the author's unique point of view, making them personal or
autobiographical, while others are focused on a particular literary, scientific, or political subject. Compare the
influence of Wordsworth to the influence of Coleridge during the Romantic age of poetry. Are hurricanes
more dangerous than tornados? For each body paragraph, you support the thesis by writing about each topic at
the same time. My advice: Grab a snack and a cup of coffee. He teaches English composition courses, tutors a
diverse student body in a writing center, and designs online learning modules for comp and business writing.
There should be a purpose, remember? Methods to presenting a thesis Now, it is time to formulate the thesis.
Possible approaches to comparison Your approaches to comparison will mostly depend on the objects you are
contrasting. But it really works! Compare Woodrow Wilson's two inaugural addresses, and evaluate which one
was more effective for its time.


